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Abstract

Nowadays most common ultrasonic transducers measure only one scalar quantity instead of
an elastic displacement field. In the case of Lamb wave propagation, this lack of information
is critical under conventional imaging conditions. For baseline based and baseline free crack
detection will lead to incorrect localization and classification due to different dispersive phase
velocities for each propagating mode.

The presented approach provides an heuristic operator to identify and select certain Lamb

modes in single component datasets measured by piezoelectric transducers. This allows for the

suppression of undesired side–modes. A specific pre–processing step gives us the possibility to

use single component imaging procedures like conventional Kirchhoff–, Fresnel– and Reverse–

Time–Migration in the terms of physics in a more precise manner.

Keywords: guided waves (lamb waves), image processing, signal processing, Structural Health

Monitoring (SHM), Reverse–Time–Migration (RTM), Fresnel–migration, Kirchhoff–migration,

mode–selective imaging

1. Introduction

The monitoring of plate and pipe like structures with active attenuated lamb waves, is
already applied to a wide range of monitoring tasks like notch–, delamination–, abrasion–
and corrosion–detection [1, 2, 3].

Lamb waves propagate by specific modes with different dispersive phase velocities,
vector particle displacements and spatial distributed energy flux densities. As a result each
mode is sensitive to certain damage types. The commonly used approach is the estimation
of the expected damage types on the structure using a network of transducers which are
capable of attenuated those sensitive modes [4, 5, 6]. Beside the fact that the chosen
wavelength, the spatial distribution and the density of the network influence damage
detection capabilities, most prevalent piezoelectric transducers measure only a mix of
modes as a scalar electric voltage. This physical behaviour is furthermore accompanied
by the mathematical problem that the estimation of an unique vector elastic wave field
from one measured scalar quantity is not possible. This is caused by the algebraic under–
determined nature of the problem even in the case of known exact sensor characteristics.
Furthermore, it is difficult to separate modes in single component data sets by criterions
like runtime or attenuation. This is caused by the interference of the wave packets with
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each other especially in highly dispersive media where wave field spreading occurs, and
in pipe geometries due the circulating propagation.
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Figure 1: Major statement of the problem and its illustration for n = 2: The elastic
particle displacement u(x, t) : R

n × R → R is influenced by the presumably unknown
coupling characteristics C : Rn → R

n of the sensor at point x ∈ R
n. This will lead to

an modified wave field ǔ(x, t) : Rn × R → R
n at the sensor. It will be transferred into a

scalar quantity ǔ(x, t) : Rn × R → R (e.g. a tapped electrical voltage at a piezoelectric
transducer) due the sensor characteristics S : Rn → R. Even if the inverse sensor operator
S−1 : R → R

n is exactly known the back projection is not unique due to the algebraic
under–determined nature of the problem.

There are three possibilities to overcome this problem. The first solution would be
the usage of another class of sensors like electromagnetic acoustic [6] or piezoelectric fiber
transducers [7] which are basically able to send and receive modes selectively. A second
approach would be the construction of a multicomponent measurement device to measure
each displacement component separately like already applied in the field of geophysics.
The additional information could be used to identify favoured modes in the signal process-
ing state afterwards or even perform elastic imaging and inversion procedures. Possible
triple piezoelectric transducers for 3D measurements would claim too much space for the
commonly used wavelengths in the millimetre down to micrometer scale to consider them
as one transducer. Alternative 3D laservibrometric measurements are not suitable for
condition monitoring. The third option, which is the fundamental idea of this paper,
is to accept the single component nature of the measured elastic wave field and project
this data onto a scalar wave equation for one certain mode, in the following referred as
target mode, by applying a pre-processing operator. As a result, all undesired side modes
or interference effects from the elastic nature of the underlying physical process will be
suppressed while target modes are preserved. It is a major advantage that the results of
conventional single component imaging procedures are enhanced and thereby the damage
localisation is highly improved. On the other hand, the missing side modes could make



the damage interpretation more difficult.
[8] tried to solve this problem by extensively bandpass filtering of side modes in mainly

reflection data. The data addressed in this paper are collected in transmission mode.
Therefore, the operator had to be adapted to this characteristics and is based on transfer
functions in the Short Time Domain (STD) and had to be regularized for each measured
signal by singular value decomposition. To obtain the transfer function, non–dispersive
artificial measurement data was used, obtained by a two dimensional scalar wave equation
finite difference discretization as a priori information for an undamaged model. The
coefficients of the transfer function are calculated by Short Time Fourier Transformation
(STFT). Therefore, the STFT was applied for both measured signal and the a priori signal
and the results subsequently divided. The regularisation applied afterwards adjusts the
correlation between measured signal and the a priori signal in undamaged state.

2. Mode–Selective Imaging

2.1 Experimental Setup
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(b) Numerical model as enrolled pipe, projected
onto a two dimensional domain

Figure 2: Schematic of the experimental setup and the numerical model.

The operator was verified by experimental lab transmission data by [8]. The object
of investigation was a steal pipe with an outer radius of r0 = 96.4 mm, a thickness of
h = 10 mm and a total length of 3 m. At 1 m (actuators) and 2 m (sensors) a ring
is located consisting of 12 piezoelectric disc transducers (type FPM220) equidistantly
positioned along the perimeter. The wave field was recorded for an undamaged state as
a baseline and four damaged states consisting of transverse notch configurations as listed
in table 1, all located at the length of 1.5 m and an angle of θ = 90◦. [8] estimated the

Table 1: Notch configurations used in the experimental setup.

notch length [mm] width [mm] depth [mm]
1 10 2 1
2 20 2 1
3 20 2 2
4 20 2 4

longitudinal L(0.1) mode as the most dominant mode transmitted and received by the
sensors. The recording length was chosen accordingly to the geometry to neglect backwall



reflections and the sampling frequency equalled 20 MHz. A RC5 broadband impulse at
several attenuation frequencies in the range of 177 up to 381 kHz was used as transmission
signal.

For the a priori information, finite difference simulation results of the two dimensional
linear undamped scalar wave equation:

∇2u(x, t) −
1

c2

∂2u(x, t)

∂t2
= f(x, t) , (1)

with the scalar displacement u(x, t) : R2 × R → R, the source term f(x, t) : R2 × R →
R, the position vector x ∈ R

2, the time t ∈ R and a constant velocity c ∈ R were
used. The time domain formulation and the constant velocity implies non–dispersive
travelling waves, in this case the velocity is not a function of time convoluted with the
second partial differential of time [9]. The velocity was estimated for the L(0,1) mode
and each attenuation frequency by the commercial software DISPERSE with the given
pipe configurations. The domain was discretized equidistantly with the fourth–order in
space, a sample length about 0.1 mm, explicitly second–order in time and the same time
sample rate as the experimental data. The solution was calculated with double precision.
To ensure the circumferential propagation, periodic boundary conditions were used.

2.2 Pre–Processing

In the following section, the scalar data is expressed as a vector due discretization of
the time axis, not to be confused with the vector multicomponent data mentioned in the
sections above.

After normalisation and bandpass filtering, each discrete measured signal u0(x, t) :
R

n × R
m → R

m, with the sample length m of an undamaged state was transformed into
Short Time Domain by replicating a single signal k–times and by arranging the replicas
column by column as a matrix U0 : R

k → R
m afterwards. The matrix of replicas is

multiplied element wise (Hadamard product ⊙) with a certain circular shifted smooth
window function W : Rk → R

m. In consequence each column is representing a smoothed
short time interval of the original signal. By performing a column wise discrete Fourier
transformation F : Rm×k → C

m×k:

Û0 = F
(
U0 ⊙ W

)
, (2)

the short time Fourier transformed data Û0 : Ck → C
m is recieved. The same procedure

is realized for the a priori data of the appropriate transmitter/receiver configuration.
Therefore, the short time Fourier transformed a priori data Ûap : Ck → C

m arises. The
short time transfer function coefficients Ĝ : Ck → C

m are obtained by an element wise
division (Hadamard division ⊘):

Ĝ = Ûap ⊘
(
Û0 + ǫ

)
with 1 ≫ ǫ ∈ R > 0 . (3)

The additional scalar ǫ avoids division by zero and is often referred as water–level–method
[10]. To reduce high frequent artefacts and to regularize Ĝ subsequently, a singular value
decomposition (SVD) of the matrix is performed:

Ĝ = T̂SV̂T (4)



with the orthogonal matrices T̂ : C
m → C

m and V̂T : C
k → C

k and the matrix S :
R

k → R
m. The orthogonal matrices are often referred as left– and right–sided singular

vectors with orthonormal bases arranged column wise. The matrix S is filled with a
diagonal matrix of singular values diag (σ1, σ2, . . . , σr, σr+1, . . . , σp), with σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ · · · >

σr+1 = · · · = σp = 0, r = rank
(
Ĝ

)
and p = min {m, k} in the upper left corner. The

remaining matrix is filled in with zeros. Singular values and vectors can be interpreted
like eigenvalues and –vectors. In some special cases they are directly related to them.
One of the most important properties of the SVD is to approximate the original matrix
Ĝ by a matrix Ĝl : Ck → C

m:

Ĝl =
l∑

i=1

σit̂iv̂
T
i (5)

with a lower rank l < r, whereby the approximation error is in the order of the next
smaller singular value [11]:

||Ĝ − Ĝl||2 = σl+1 . (6)

This circumstance is widely used in image processing and matrix computation, to perform
spectral filtering, compression or regularisation. In the proposed case, the rank reduction
will act like a low–pass filter suppressing spatial high frequent artefacts of the initially
transfer function Ĝ. Some authors also refer this technique as eigenimage decomposition
[12] and interpret it in the content of covariance analysis. The first eigenimages or lower
rank matrix approximation contain spatially correlated data whereby higher eigenimages
contain uncorrelated data. Among these properties our low–pass filtering is achieved.
Due to the transformation in the Short Time Fourier Domain, the transfer functions
holds temporal information beside the classical properties of Fourier domain. As a result,
each row of Ĝ correlates to its neighbours more or less depending on how much the input
values, the quotient of a priori data and measured data, spatially correlate. If the transfer
coefficients change abruptly from one row to another or even from on column to another,
they will be smoothed due the matrix approximation.

The general application of transfer functions obtained in STFD instead of normal
Fourier domain has the advantage that changes in the input signal (e.g damages) are
better localized in respect to Heisenbergs uncertainty principle. By applying the lower
rank transfer function Ĝl on a signal obtained at any damaged state d, given in Short
Time Fourier Domain Ûd : Ck → C

m and project it back to normal time domain ũd(x, t) :
R

n ×R
m → R

m via inverse column wise Fourier transformation F−1 : Cm×k → R
m×k and

summation over the row entries afterwards:

ũd =
k∑

i=1

(
F−1

(
Ĝl ⊙ Ûd

))
i
⊘

(
k∑

i=1

wi

)
, (7)

any measured signal is projected onto the scalar wave equation. Dividing by the summed
rows of the weight matrix W will ensure the correct back projection. Furthermore the
tilde refers to the projection onto a priori data by this algorithm.

2.3 Migration

Migration operators are widely used in the field of geophysics as wave field imaging pro-
cedures. Generally, they consist of two basic steps: As a first step, a measured wave field



is back propagated in time to his origin (extrapolation) and as a second step an imaging
condition [13]. The back propagated wave field or its energy was stacked as an imaging
condition. In literature, this is mainly referred to as pre–stack migration because the
wave field extrapolation is performed before the stacking procedure. The advantage of
this method is the higher resolution and better image–to–noise–ratio than in post–stack
migration schemes. Two different types of extrapolators were used: Kirchhoff–Integrals
in the form of Kirchhoff–migration including the Fresnel–operators and the same finite
difference operator which was used to create the a priori data.

2.3.1 Kirchhoff–Migration
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(a) Without pre-processing operator
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(b) With pre-processing operator

Figure 3: Normalized diffraction stack of Kirchhoff–migration for single sided transmission
data at a notch size of 20 × 2 × 4 mm and an attenuation frequency of f0 = 279 kHz. The
real notch location is marked by the red square and the transducers by black dots at the
image boundaries. The actuators on the left transmitted while the transducers on the
right received the wave field.

Kirchhoff–migration is closely related to the Synthetic Focusing Aperture Technique
(SAFT) well known in the field of Non–Destructive Testing (NDT). It is based on the
Kirchhoff–Integral or in this special case following [14] on the Rayleigh–Integral in order
to obtain the so called weighted diffraction stack I(x) : Rn → R:

I(x) =
∫

S
Φ(x, x′)ũ(x, ttx + trx) dx′ , (8)

with the obliquity factor Φ(x, x′) : Rn × R
n → R, the two way travel time ttx + trx =

|xtx−x|+|xrx−x|
c

between the transmitter location xtx ∈ S and the receiver location xrx ∈
S, located at one of the sensor rings. The sensor rings can be interpreted as surface
S ⊆ ∂Ω of the observed domain Ω ⊆ R

n with the possible scatter point x ∈ Ω and the
transducer point x′ ∈ S. For the target area Born scattering was assumed. Therefore,
a constant velocity model c ∈ R was used and no multiples propagation paths had to
be computed. The residual signal ũ(x, t) is estimated by interpolation of the discrete
difference between the transformed baseline signal and a transformed signal at a damaged
state. The interpolation was performed to avoid aliasing effects. Note that in geophysical



literature the diffraction stack also holds the first partial derivation according to the time
[14]. This term can be neglected in our experimental setup because of the short two way
travel distance.

The principal idea of Kirchhoff–migration or SAFT is the superposition of extrapolated
wave fields resulting in zones of constructive and destructive interference. Under ideal
circumstances constructive interference will only occur in regions with damage, leading
to a high energy density in the diffraction stack around the damage. Due to the sparse
sensor network density, disturbance of side modes and the dispersive behaviour artefacts
can disturb the damage localisation. This is mainly a result of the single component
migration operator for the applied measured data. The projection onto non–dispersive a
priori data reduces the image artefacts as shown in 3.

2.3.2 Fresnel–Migration
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(a) Without pre-processing operator
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(b) With pre-processing operator

Figure 4: Normalized diffraction stack of Fresnel–migration for single sided transmission
data at a notch size of 10 × 2 × 1 mm and an attenuation frequency of f0 = 279 kHz. The
real notch location is marked by the red square and the transducers by black dots at the
image boundaries. The actuators on the left transmitted while the transducers on the
right received the wave field.

Another concept to enhance the Kirchhoff–operator is to restrict it by the so called
Fresnel zones. This will generally lead to better imaging results for sparse sensor net-
works [15, 16] as often applied in SHM applications. A Fresnel zone is the region along
the propagation of bandlimited waves between a transmitter and a receiver which is mostly
influenced by model perturbations and therefore by scatters [17, 18]. Fresnel zones are
ellipsoids in homogeneous media. The higher the order of the Fresnel zone the lower
is its interference capabilities. Zones with an odd number of order are areas character-
ized by constructive interference, the zones with an even number of order by destructive
interference. By taking only the first three Fresnel zones into account, the migration
operator:

I(x) =
∫

S
w(x, x′, ttx + trx)Φ(x, x′)ũ(x, ttx + trx) dx′ , (9)



is additionally restricted by the spatial weights w(x, x′, ttx +trx) : Rn ×R
n ×R → R, which

were computed as given in [15, 16]. Computing Fresnel zones for transmission data in
homogeneous media is a straightforward process whereas for reflection data the position
of the reflector has to be estimated before the migration [15, 16].

For the applied data the Fresnel–migration was the only imaging procedure which was
capable to resolute even the smallest notch size as shown in figure 4. The operator also
benefits from the pre–processing operator due to lower intensity of image artefacts and
more accurate notch localisation. On the other hand the absolute maximum intensity is
decreased which results in additional low intensity artefacts above 30 % threshold in the
relative image scale.

2.3.3 Finite–Difference–Migration
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(a) Measurement data
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(b) Pre–processed data

Figure 5: Time step of maximum energy density calculated by RTM for single sided
transmission data at a notch size of 20 × 2 × 4 mm and an attenuation frequency of
f0 = 279 kHz. The intensity scale shows the stacked relative wave field energy. The real
notch location is marked by the red square and the transducers by black dots at the
image boundaries. The actuators on the left transmitted while the transducers on the
right received the wave field.

The application of the finite difference method as wave field extrapolator is based on
the reciprocity in respect to the time axis of the wave equation (1). This technique is often
referred as Reverse–Time–Migration (RTM) which is getting more and more popular in
NDT [19, 20].

Beside the option of choosing another special type of wave equation, a huge amount of
numerical methods and discretisation schemes could perform as RTM operator (e.g. see
[21]). The finite–difference–scheme, which was already applied to the a priori data, was
used with slight modifications. The source term was now given by the reversed measured
signal at each sensor position. A negative signed damping term was added to the wave
equation, to ensure the correction of the geometric spreading influencing the measured
wave field during the propagation.

As imaging condition, the energy of the stacked back propagated wave field of each
time step was calculated separately. This image was stored for each time step and used to



estimate the time step with the highest energy density. This point in time agreed with the
first wave front interaction with the notch. Exemplary migration results are presented
in figure 5. The pre-processing operator improved the notch localization, reduced the
high intensity image artefacts and the absolute image intensity and leads to low intensity
artefacts.

3. Conclusions

The presented pre-processing operator is a suitable way to enhance the quality of trans-
mission data and the migration output image quality by suppressing unwanted image
artefacts caused by side modes. As an result the damage localisation accuracy is signifi-
cantly improved. The advantage of this operator lies in the avoidance of filter bands. The
a priori knowledge is obtained from the experimental setup and the homogeneous velocity
model. From the tested migration operators, the Fresnel–migration is most promising
with the best results especially for the smallest notch size.

4. Outlook

In prospect the purposed operator will be applied to another experimental data, perform
numerical benchmarking and explain it in a deeper mathematical consistent sense. Also
the technique can be combined with common filtering approaches or could improve current
temperature compensation schemes.

On the long term, baseline free reliable data processing algorithms have to be devel-
oped.
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